A DEVICE TO
INCREASE ENERGY SELF-CONSUMPTION
AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY

HOW IT WORKS
1ZHHNTQFNXFSNSST[FYN[JX^XYJRTKXYTWFLJFSI
management of electricity obtained from
renewable sources. The operation is simple:
1ZHHNTQFXYTWJXYMJJ]HJXXJSJWL^KTWZXJ\MJS
convenience is maximum or in case of
NSYJWWZUYNTSX TK YMJ YWFINYNTSFQ QNSJ GQFHPTZYX
RFNSYJSFSHJJYH
8UJHNыHFQQ^1ZHHNTQFNX
FSJSJWL^XYTWFLJX^XYJR
1ZHHNTQFFHHZRZQFYJXYMJJ]HJXXTKJSJWL^STY
used during the production of energy from
UMTYT[TQYFNH XTZWHJX TW J[JS KWTR TYMJW
WJSJ\FGQJ XTZWHJX XZHM FX \NSI RFSFLNSL
the charging current of the batteries and
monitoring the relationship between production
and instantaneous consumption of the loads.
&I[FSYFLJ NY RF]NRN_JX XJQKHTSXZRUYNTS G^
limiting the share of power drawn from the grid.
FIJ[NHJKTWJSJWL^RFSFLJRJSY
.S YMJ XYFLJX TK STSUWTIZHYNTS TK JSJWL^
1ZHHNTQF ZXJX YMJ XYTWJI JSJWL^ RFPNSL YMJ
system effectively independent from the
traditional grid.
&I[FSYFLJ YMNX KJFYZWJ RFPJX NY UTXXNGQJ YT
HTSXZRJ XJQKUWTIZHJI JSJWL^ XNLSNыHFSYQ^
reducing the consumption of power from the
grid and ensuring an energy cost which is
constant in time.
FSJRJWLJSH^ZSNY
In case of sudden disruption of power from the
LWNI 1ZHHNTQF NSYJW[JSJX JSYJWNSL YMJ XYTWJI
energy, and reporting the status of exhaustion
TK YMJ GFYYJW^ \NYM F XUJHNFQ QNLMY TW FSFQTL
TZYUZY
&I[FSYFLJ J[JS NS HFXJ TK F GQFHPTZY YMJ
operation of the main devices in the building is
guaranteed for long periods. Minimal services
such as alarms and freezers can be maintained
for long periods, preventing burglars from
GWJFPNSL NS G^ HZYYNSL YMJ HFGQJ FSI F[TNINSL
the deterioration of food.
1ZHHNTQF  Q NSST[FYN[T XNXYJRF IN FHHZRZQT J
gestione di energia proveniente da fonti
rinnovabili.
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MODE OF USE
Through the control and management display, it
is possible to set the following modes of
operation:
ϭ*HTϭ*HT15QZXϭ*HT
ϭ*HT9NRJWϭ*RJWLJSH^
After setting the mode of use from the
HTSYWTQQJW 1ZHHNTQF \NQQ TUJWFYJ NSIJUJSIJSYQ^
without the need for any user intervention.

2TIJTKZXJ*HT )JKFZQY
It maximizes energy efficiency and battery
life. To be used preferably in spring, summer
and autumn.
)ZWNSLYMJUWTIZHYNTSTKJSJWL^KWTRWJSJ\FGQJ
XTZWHJX 1ZHHNTQF UWT[NIJX YMJ UT\JW YT YMJ
connected loads and accumulates the energy
produced in excess by charging the batteries.
In case of high production and when the
KZSHYNTS 15QZX NS 43 RTWJ JSJWL^ HFS GJ
stored in the connected devices. If there is an
additional surplus of the produced energy, this
is fed into the grid.
In case the production is not sufficient to charge
the batteries, the loads are directly connected
YTYMJXTZWHJTKWJSJ\FGQJJSJWL^FSI1ZHHNTQF
enters into the standby mode, turning itself off.
<MJS YMJWJ NX ST JSJWL^ UWTIZHYNTS 1ZHHNTQF
turns on and uses the stored energy to power
the connected loads.
If the batteries are not sufficiently charged,
1ZHHNTQFWJRFNSXNSYMJXYFSIG^RTIJ
NOTE: if the batteries are not charged, the
energy produced is first stored and can be
used only when the batteries are fully
recharged.
If the battery charge is too low and the function
11'NX43 IJKFZQY1ZHHNTQFXYFWYXFMTZWKFXY
charge cycle to prolong battery life.
If the battery charge is too low and the function
11' NX 4++ 1ZHHNTQF JSYJWX NSYT YMJ XYFSIG^
mode, turning itself off.

.K 1ZHHNTQF NX NS YMJ XYFSIG^ RTIJ YMJ
SafeHouse function is deactivated. Therefore,
in case of power failure, the energy supply does
STY WJXZRJ 1ZHHNTQF HFS GJ JVZNUUJI \NYM F
GFHPZU GFYYJW^ YMFY FHYN[FYJX YMJ 8FKJ-TZXJ
KZSHYNTS TUYNTSFQ

In case of power failure and if the batteries are
sufficiently charged, the SafeHouse function
allows the continuity of the energy supply
ensuring the operation of the connected loads.

2TIJTKZXJ*HT9NRJW
2TIJTKZXJ*HT15QZX
)ZWNSLYMJUWTIZHYNTSTKJSJWL^KWTRWJSJ\FGQJ
XTZWHJX 1ZHHNTQF UWT[NIJX YMJ UT\JW YT YMJ
connected loads and accumulates the energy
produced in excess in the devices connected
[NF YMJ KZSHYNTS 15QZX .S HFXJ TK MNLM
production, the extra energy is stored in the
GFYYJWNJX 4SQ^ YMJ HMFWLJ UWNTWNY^ HMFSLJX
HTRUFWJIYT*HT KTWYMJWJXYYMJTUJWFYNTSNX
JVZFQYTYMFYTKYMJ*HTRTIJ
NOTE: in this mode the function L-Plus does
not need to be ON.

2TIJTKZXJ*HT
)ZWNSLYMJUWTIZHYNTSTKJSJWL^KWTRWJSJ\FGQJ
XTZWHJX 1ZHHNTQF UWT[NIJX YMJ UT\JW YT YMJ
connected loads and accumulates the energy
produced in excess by charging the batteries.
In case of high production and when the
KZSHYNTS 15QZX NS 43 RTWJ JSJWL^ HFS GJ
stored in the connected devices. If there is an
additional surplus of the produced energy, this
is fed into the grid.
In case the production is not sufficient to charge
the batteries, the loads are directly connected
YTYMJXTZWHJTKWJSJ\FGQJJSJWL^FSI1ZHHNTQF
JSYJWX NSYT YMJ G^UFXX RTIJ NS HFXJ TK
FHYN[FYNTSTKYMJ8FKJ-TZXJKZSHYNTS
<MJS YMJWJ NX ST JSJWL^ UWTIZHYNTS 1ZHHNTQF
uses the stored energy to power the connected
loads. If the batteries are not sufficiently
HMFWLJI1ZHHNTQFWJRFNSXNSYMJG^UFXXRTIJ

9MWTZLMYMJRTIJTKZXJ*HT9NRJW \MNHMMFX
YMJXFRJTUJWFYNSLUWNSHNUQJTKYMJ*HTRTIJ
FS MTZWQ^ FSI \JJPQ^ UQFSSNSL KTW YMJ
HTRUQJYNTSTKHMFWLNSL1ZHHNTQFHFSGJXJY+TW
example, the completion of charging can be set
\MJS JSJWL^ HTXYX QJXX FY SNLMY  IZWNSL YMJ
\JJPJSI JYH XT FX YT FQ\F^X HTSXZRJ YMJ
most affordable energy even during the most
expensive time slots.

2TIJTKZXJ*RJWLJSH^
1ZHHNTQF \TWPX FX FS JRJWLJSH^ ZSNY FSI
PJJUXYMJGFYYJW^FY TKYMJHMFWLJJ[JS
when there is no production from renewable
energy sources.
In case of sudden disruption of power from the
LWNI 1ZHHNTQF HTSYNSZJX UWT[NINSL JSJWL^
JSXZWNSLYMJKZSHYNTSNSLTKYMJIJ[NHJXYMFSPX
YT YMJ 8FKJ-TZXJ KZSHYNTS +TW J]FRUQJ NS
HFXJ TK F GQFHPTZY FSI XNRZQYFSJTZX QFHP TK
production from renewable energy sources,
1ZHHNTQF JVZNUUJI \NYM F XYTWFLJ HFUFHNY^ TK
P<MHFSPJJUF(QFXX&KWJJ_JW\NYMFS
F[JWFLJHTSXZRUYNTSTKP<MIF^KTWFGTZY
8 days without recharging.

FUNCTIONS
1ZHHNTQF NX JVZNUUJI \NYM YMJ KTQQT\NSL
functions:

11' 1TSL1NKJ'FYYJW^
.S HFXJ 1ZHHNTQF INXHMFWLJX HTRUQJYJQ^ YMNX
XJYYNSLJSFGQJXFWJHMFWLJTKMTZWXYTUWTQTSL
GFYYJW^QNKJ F[FNQFGQJNSFQQRTIJXTKZXJ

15QZX
Should the production of energy from a
WJSJ\FGQJ XTZWHJ GJ FIJVZFYJ FS FIINYNTSFQ
FHHZRZQFYTW GTNQJW MJFY UZRU JYH TW FS^
other
system
that
maximizes
the
XJQKHTSXZRUYNTS NX YWNLLJWJI G^ F INLNYFQ
HTSYFHY F[FNQFGQJNSYMJ*HT*HT*HT9NRJW
FSI*RJWLJSH^RTIJXTKZXJ

18RFWY
This setting involves the passage from a
WJSJ\FGQJ XTZWHJ YT 1ZHHNTQF TS YMJ GFXNX TK
predetermined parameters, to power the
HTSSJHYJIQTFIX18RFWYF[TNIXYMJUZWHMFXJ
of energy at the time when the batteries are
HMFWLJI'^IJKFZQY18RFWYNXFHYN[FYJI\MJS
the consumption exceeds 1.000 W and is 1.5
YNRJXLWJFYJWYMFSYMJUWTIZHYNTS IJKFZQY43
F[FNQFGQJNSFQQRTIJXTKZXJ

In case of power failure and if the battery are
sufficiently charged, the SafeHouse function
allows the continuity of the energy supply
ensuring the operation of the connected loads.
NOTE : the SafeHouse function is NOT
operative in the Eco+ and Eco+ L-Plus
modes of use when Lucciola is in the
standby mode.
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General information
Getting accurate measurements of battery
charge is a complex operation. The values
provided can often mislead because the
percentage of battery charge is given by
RJFXZWNSLNYX[TQYFLJ ;
+TW F GJYYJW ZSIJWXYFSINSL F GFYYJW^ HFS GJ
compared to the air chamber of a tyre: the
FHHZRZQFYNSLJSJWL^ P<MHTWWJXUTSIXYTYMJ
FNW YMJ GFYYJW^ [TQYFLJ ; HTWWJXUTSIX YT YMJ
pressure of the tyre.
When inflating a tyre, in the initial phase a lot of
air enters in a short time and the pressure rises
slowly. In the final phase, the time for full
NSьFYNTS J]YJSIX  FX QNYYQJ FNW JSYJWX  FSI YMJ
pressure increases faster.
When charging a battery, in the initial stage a lot
of energy enters in a short time and the voltage
rises slowly. At the end of the charge, the time
KTWKZQQHMFWLJJ]YJSIXϠFXQNYYQJJSJWL^JSYJWX
and the tension increases faster.
Therefore, there is not a linear relationship
GJY\JJSYMJHMFWLJIP<M\MNHMFWJJ]UQTNYJI
G^YMJQTFIXFSIYMJRJFXZWJI;
Moreover, while the battery is charging or
discharging, reliable values can not be read as,
in the first case, the voltage indicated is driven
by the storage system and, in the second case,
the voltage indicated is lower than it really is.

Measuring
1ZHHNTQF

SafeHouse

4Usolution s.r.l.

MEASURING BATTERY
CHARGE
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battery

charge

in

1ZHHNTQF MFX Y\T RJFXZWJRJSYX TK GFYYJW^
charge.
9MJыWXYNSINHFYTWTSYMJ1()INXUQF^NSINHFYJX
the battery voltage percentage. This value is
realistic only if the system is in bypass mode
and, since most energy is fed into the battery
during the initial stage of
charging, a battery is considered charged when
the indicated value is higher than 80%.
The second indicator, on the controller,
indicates the amount of usable energy in the
batteries

USABILITY AND REMOTE CONTROL
1ZHHNTQFHFSGJJVZNUUJI\NYMFYTZHMXHWJJSUFSJQTS\MNHMYMJZXJWHFS[NJ\YMJNSXYFSYFSJTZX
renewable source production and building energy consumption data, as well as the battery status and
YMJQJ[JQXTKHTSXZRUYNTSFSIXJQKXZKыHNJSH^

9MFSPX YT YMJ LWFUMNHFQ INXUQF^ TK YMJ MNXYTWNHFQ IFYF YMJ ZXJW NX FGQJ YT JFXNQ^ ZSIJWXYFSI YMJ
TUJWFYNTSTK1ZHHNTQFFSIYMJUJWKTWRFSHJTKYMJRTXYXNLSNыHFSY[FWNFGQJX

;NF YMJ YTZHMXHWJJS 1ZHHNTQF X TUJWFYNSL RTIJX TK ZXJ FSI KZSHYNTSX HFS GJ FHYN[FYJI FSI
UFWFRJYJWX HFS GJ JINYJI +TW NSXYFSHJ YMJ ZXJW HFS XJY ZU YT  YNRJWX *HT9NRJW RTIJ FSI
change the relationship between consumption and production which is needed to activate the
18RFWYKZSHYNTS2TWJT[JWYMJYTZHMXHWJJSXZUUTWYXZUYTFIINYNTSFQJ]YJWSFQXYTWFLJIJ[NHJX
with the possibility to programme their priority of activation and the operating conditions.
SJHYNTS RFPJX FQQ YMJ 1ZHHNTQF KJFYZWJX KZQQ^ HTSYWTQQFGQJ WJR
9MJ .SYJWSJY HTSSJHYNTS
WJRTYJQ^ [NF YFGQJYX
smartphones and other mobile devices.

+*ATUR*S

description

Power booster

12kVA for 10 seconds

Continuity of the energy supply

Automatic exchange PV/Batterie/Grid in less than
10 seconds

Function SafeHouse

Continuity of the energy supply in case of a blackout

Battery charging in 3 stages

Battery life improvement thanks to intelligent
charging profiles

Electronic control of the loads and PV production

Fully integrated monitoring with programmable
profiles of use (4 TA)

100% recyclable batteries - no maintenance

Traceable batteries

Active protection

Against short-circuit, overload, overheating and
deep discharge of the batteries

Battery customization

Batteries are scalable: from 4 to 8 batteries with a
standard charging system

Management of an additional accumulator

Activation of an additional electrical device for
exploitation of excess production (boiler,
heat pump, etc.)

Management of additional accumulators

Management up to 10 devices

Activation of a generator or extra UPS

Bypass for electrical continuity from external
sources in case of black-outs and low battery

Charge controller for renewable sources

Direct connection to off-grid systems, 48V charge
controller

7" touch screen panel and Internet connection

Remote control of all functionalities and
visualisation of historical consumption data

Multimedia and remote control

Visualisation of consumption, even periodic
Visualisation of current operating conditions and
control temperature of the connected plants
Remote switching on/off and weekly programming
of the plants

standard optional
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5R*)*+I3*) US*R 5R4+I1*S
Eco+

Maximum energy optimization for the users. Priority
to battery charging

Eco+ L-Plus

Priority to the connected load and excess energy to
batteries

Eco

Activation of the SafeHouse function (operating as
an UPS if the grid fails)

Eco Timer – scheduled charge completion

Programmability of the battery charge completion
profile from the grid in the cheapest time slots

Emergency - 100% charged battery maintenance Operating as an UPS in case of a black-out

S5*(I+I( +U3(TI43S
LLB

Fast charging of law batteries

L-Plus – supply of self-produced PV electricity
to additional systems

Automatic supply to external devices (such as an
electric boiler) when batteries are fully charged

L-Smart – supply from Lucciola with charged
battery

Supply via batteries if their use is cheaper than PV
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CASE STUDY
Home meter power:
6 kw
Annual energy consumption: 5.953 kwh
5MTYT[TQYFNHX^XYJRUT\JW 6 kw

'^ NSXYFQQNSL YMJ 1ZHHNTQF X^XYJR \NYM F  P< TK UT\JW FSI F XYTWFLJ HFUFHNY^ TK  P<M F
XJSXNYN[J NRUWT[JRJSY NS YMJ JSJWL^ XJQKHTSXZRUYNTS FSI XJQKXZKыHNJSH^ UJWKTWRFSHJ HFS GJ
reached, as shown in the following chart:

ANNUAL AVERAGE, ON HOURLY BASE, OF PV PRODUCTION, ENERGY STORED BY LUCCIOLA,
USE OF THE STORED ENERGY AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Energy stored by Lucciola
Use of the stored energy
PV production
Consumption

This implies the following improvement rates:
SELF-CONSUMPTION

SELF-SUFFICIENCY

PV only

17%

19%

With Lucciola

66%

73%

Improvement

49%

54%

MAIN FEATURES

1ZHHNTQFTSLWNITKKLWNIM^GWNI

8NSLQJ5MFXJHTSSJHYNTS

1ZHHNTQFHFSGJHTSSJHYJIYTTSLWNITKKLWNI
and hybrid systems.

4ZYUZYHTSYNSZTZXUT\JWTKP<\NYMFGNQNY^YT
\NYMXYFSIUJFPXZUYTP;&KTWX

The configuration can be changed by moving a
bridge inside the machine.

1NSJNSYJWFHYN[J
FZYTRFYNH
J]HMFSLJ
5;'FYYJWNJX,WNINSQJXXYMFSRX XYFSIFWI
no device is damaged by such short
NSYJWWZUYNTSX FYRTXYF[JW^GWNJKьNHPJWTKQNLMY
HFSGJXJJS

'^ IJKFZQY 1ZHHNTQF RFSFLJX YMJ TSLWNI FSI
M^GWNI HTSSJHYNTS  YMJ TKKLWNI RTIJ WJVZNWJX
the closure of the bridge.

“SafeHouse” system for the energy supply of the
QNSJNSHFXJTKUT\JWKFNQZWJ ZSYNQYMJGFYYJW^NX
HMFWLJI
1T\HTSXZRUYNTSNSXYFSIG^RTIJ
)NLNYFQ HTSYWTQ TK YMWJJ XYFLJX TK QTFINSL YT
UWTQTSLGFYYJW^QNKJ

+TWYMJTKKLWNIHTSSJHYNTS;TZYUZYHMFWLJ
HTSYWTQQJWX 2559 \MJWJ UTXXNGQJ SJJI YT GJ
provided.
9MJ HTSыLZWFYNTS TK 1ZHHNTQF NS YMJ
TSLWNIM^GWNI FSI TKKLWNI RTIJX NX NSINHFYJI
on the controller display respectively with the
letters R and I after the version number of the
programme.

  WJH^HQFGQJ GFYYJWNJX QTSLQFXYNSL FSI
RFNSYJSFSHJKWJJ
5WTYJHYNTS FLFNSXY XMTWYHNWHZNY T[JWQTFI
overheating and deep discharge of the batteries
one system for all
configurations:

distribution
grid
LWNIHTSSJHYJI
conventional inverter

43,7.)

5;

4++,7.)M^GWNI

production
meter
domestic
load

exchange
meter

domestic
switchboard
electric
boiler

charging
switchboard

5;

'ATT*RY 5A(K

Total nominal )( voltage [;]
3ominal capacity at 20° [Ah]
'attery number
Maximum storage power [Wh]
)esign life
'attery weight [Kg]
4ptimal operating temperature [(°]
)uration as a function of the percentage of use

48
100
4
4800

48
150
4
7200

48
48
200
00
8
8
900 14400

48
48
155
10
4
8
7440 14880

>10 years >10 years >10 years >10 years >12 years >12 years

140
20

194
280
20
20
up to 1500 cycles

88
20

219
48
20
20
up to 000 cycles

* Battery packs listed are the standard models available;
however, Lucciola can be customized with various battery types and sizes
**usable up to 80% to avoid damaging the batteries
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I35UT 5ARAM*T*RS
Input nominal A( voltage [;]
Input nominal A( freVuency [Hz]
Activation A( voltage range [;]
Reconnection A( voltage range [;]
Input maximum A( voltage [;ac]
Activation A( freVuency range [Hz]
4utput in the bypass mode
'ypass maximum A( current [A]
Switching time InverterGrid

4UT5UT 5ARAM*T*RS

4utput waveform
4utput nominal A( voltage [;]
4utput nominal A( freVuency [Hz]
4utput continous power [W]
4utput nominal power [W]
4utput nominal power [;A]
4utput maximum peaP A( power for 10s [;A]
5ower factor cosĳ
4utput A( voltage regulation [;]
3ominal efficiency
5rotection against shortcircuit

*3;IR43M*3TA1 5ARAM*T*RS

(ooling
4perating temperature [(°]
4perating relative humidity
Acoustic noise [d']
)imensions HxWx) [mm]
Weight [Kg]

20
500 Hz auto detect
184  25 ± 4%
194  24 ± 4%
270
4755  575
same as input
40
10ms standard

5ure sine wave
20
50 ± 0,  0 ± 0,
500
000
000
12000
1.00
± 10% rms
> 80%
fault indication after 10s

+orced, 2 fans
0 a 40
95% max
<40 @ 1m
700x595x980
85

(HARGI3G 5ARAM*T*RS
Activation minimum )( voltage [;]
'oost charging )( voltage [;]
+loat charging )( voltage [;]
(harge maximum )( current [A]
1ow battery alarm [;]
5rotection against battery overcharging [;]
4vervoltage alarm [;]

4
58,4
54,8
50 ± 5
42
2
4

(HARG* (43TR411*R +4R A))ITI43A1
R*3*WA'1* *3*RGY S4UR(*S optional
*1*(TRI(A1 5ARAM*T*RS
Nominal voltage [V]
Rated power [A]
Maximum battery voltage [V]
Charge circuit voltage drop [V]
Discharging circuit voltage drop [V]
Consumption [mA]

48
40
64
≤0,24
≤0,16
≤0,018

'ATT*RY (HARGI3G 5ARAM*T*RS
Charging voltage [V]
Boost charging voltage [V]
Float charging voltage [V]
Activation voltage [V]
Disconnection minimum voltage [V]
Terminals [mm2]

29,2
28,8
27,6
25,2
22,2
35

CERTIFICATIONS

Standard tests passed:

Declaration of conformity n° E0912070E for
electric energy conversion systems (AC/DC
– DC/AC)

EN55022: 2006+ A1: 2007. Limits and
methods of measurement of radio
interference characteristics of electrical
devices.

Compliant with the standard EN61439-1
and EN61439-2 (General rules for power
switchboards)
Compliant with the standard CEI021:2016
Reference technical rules for the connection
of active and passive users to the LV
electrical Utilities

'FYYJW^HJWYNыHFYNTS
IEC 60896 Part 21 - methods of test for
valve regulated lead-acid batteries (VRLA)
IEC 60896 Part 22 - VRLA requirements
BS 6290 Part 4 - specifications for VRLA
classification
UL certification
Source: FIAMM General Brochure XL_EMEA
2013_08_08
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EN61000-3-2:
2006.
Electromagnetic
compatibility. Part 3: Limits. Section 2: Limits
for harmonic current emissions (equipment
input current <= 16 A per phase).
EN61000-3-3: 1995+ A1: 2001+ A2:2005.
Electromagnetic compatibility. Part 3: Limits.
Section 3: Limitation of voltage fluctuations
and flicker in low-voltage supply systems.
EN55024: 1998+ A1: 2001+ A2: 2003.
Information technology equipment - Immunity characteristics - Limits and methods of
measurement.

battery switch

controller

inverter

980

batteries

700

595
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